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Introduction
When I decided to start writing my Armourers Notes, the K31 was one of my first and therefore my format was somewhat erratic.
Some five years down the line and the format of my notes are now fairly standardised and therefore I decided to re-write these
notes to give the reader a more technical bias.

Out of all the classic military rifles on the market today I rate the Swedish Mauser and the Swiss Schmidt Rubin K31 as the finest
manufactured rifles of their era. I am not saying they are the most effective combat rifles, I am simply saying these rifles were

second to none in terms of their manufacturing quality and as as a result I have owned a number of these fine rifles. The K31 is my
favourite of the two designs and I have owned various Schmidt Rubin’s, included an 1896/11, 1911 models and three K31’s. The
1896 and 1911 I restored, learnt about their mechanisms and really enjoyed shooting these fine rifles, but ultimately I have sold
them on. However it is the K31’s that I have enjoyed the most and in the UK where semi auto’s are banned, the straight pull action
and the high rate of fire it can generate have formed the basis for various projects.

Brief History
The Swiss officially adopted the first Schmidt Rubin in June 1889. The Model 1889 was chambered in 7.5x53.5mm, with a 213gr
paper patched bullet and a 12rd magazine capacity. Like all new designs, they are rarely perfect and the Model 1889 suffered two
distinct weaknesses, its overall length of 51.25inchs and a weak bolt action, which was due to the rear locking lugs. This problem
was partly remedied with the Model 1889/96, which moved the locking lugs to the front of the bolt sleeve. With the introduction
of modern propellants and bullets; chamber pressures increased and the Schmidt Rubin was once again plagued by a weak action
and was upgraded further in the form of the Model 1911. This rifle had a strengthened action, was chambered for the new GP11
7.5x55 cartridge and a reduced magazine capacity of  six rounds. Along with the rifles came carbine versions and although rifle
production ceased in 1919 the 1911 carbine continued until the introduction of the K31 in 1933. The K31’s action was further
modified to such an extent it can called a new design with the principle design difference being the bolt and the receiver and the
fact that the bolt locked into the receiver ring; it is simpler, faster and stronger with the magazine being moved next to the trigger
guard. The K31 was a successful design and stayed in service until 1958, when it was replaced with the semi automatic Stgw 57
rifle.

General
The K31 design is now 70 years old, it is in my opinion the most successful of the all the classic straight pull designs, it was advanced
for its time and is hard to beat even by today’s standards.  Besides the excellent Swiss quality the K31’s action is fast and
unbeatably slick. The action is small and compact, which permits a long barrel to achieve good ballistic results and in turn a lighter
rifle; the firing pin is lighter than previous designs, which results in a faster lock time and the stock has been reinforced for extra
durability.  The bolt mechanism cocks during the unlocking process, i.e. on the rearward stroke and the clip feed mechanism in my
opinion is both unique, extremely reliable and best in class.  The magazine is detachable and has a capacity of six rounds.

1911 Model, note magazine forward of the trigger guard

K31 Model, note magazine close to trigger guard
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Receiver
The receiver appears to be machined from solid which includes the trigger housing, tang, magazine housing and recoil block. There
is no Indication of any welding processes. Build quality is superb and together with the numerous machining operation required

to manufacture the receiver, this rifle
would be very expensive to build by
today’s standards. Not including the
tang the receiver is only 6.6” long
making it very compact in comparison
with rifles of other nations of the peri-
od. The front of the receiver is thread-
ed and the barrel screws into the
receiver in the tradition manner.

On the left side of the receiver is the
rifles master serial number which
should match that found on the bar-

rel. At the bottom of the receiver there is a large recoil block, double the size of more modern rifles you see today. In the base of
the recoil block is a threaded hole which takes the front master or king screw. Behind the recoil block is the magazine housing,
whilst its size appears quite diminutive it is off sufficient dimensions to support the magazine and the bolt release/stop assembly
which is located on its right side. The bolt release/stop assembly is a simple spring loaded lever, by depressing it, the bolt can be
withdrawn from the receiver for cleaning etc. With the bolt inserted in the receiver and the lever under the influence of its spring,
it acts as a very effective bolt stop.

To the rear of the magazine housing is the trigger housing and tang. The trigger housing is a self contained unit which contains the
trigger mechanism and the ejector, however I will discuss this in more detail in the trigger section. On the left side of the receiver
is what I would describe as a integral sleeve that runs the full length of the receiver. This houses the cocking handle assembly which
will be discussed in the bolt section. On the top of the receiver is the ejection port and a section running from the front face of the
port to the rear of the receiver has been machined away to reduce weight, improve the profile and to increase the effective use
of the charger clip. Whilst the front of the receiver is round this machining action has reduced the rear of the receiver to an oval
profile. With the ejection port located in the vertical position empty cases are effectively ejected up and away from the user,
however this does have three minor consequences, if the firer is behind cover, brass can be seen ejecting from the rifle, a scope
cannot be fitted centrally with the bore and hot ejected brass can on rare occasions deposit itself in the shooters collar.

Looking at the rear of the receiver the internal profile is round to permit the circular bolt carrier to aligned centrally with the bore.
However there are two grooves either side which accommodate the bolts locking lugs. These locking lugs when in the forward
most position, rotate and lock into the receiver ring.

Barrel
The barrel is 25.65”long, has a 4 groove and
a 1 in 10.6 twist, not including the shoulder
it is 0.70” at its widest point, narrowing to
0.63” at the muzzle. It has an inverted crown
which is unusual for rifles of this period as
most classic rifles have a round crown as
seen on the Mauser's and Enfield’s.
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The rear sight sleeve is brazed in place and has a tradition
ramp/slider which is graduated from 300 to 1500 meters. Adjust-
ment of the foresight blade is unusual and unique, most military
rifles from the period have a blade that is drifted from left to right
to obtain windage adjustment. The K31 on the other hand has a
foresight blade which is drifted forwards or rearwards along a
diagonal track to adjust its windage as shown in the image on the
previous page. Whilst unique it must be more difficult to manufacture and therefore more expensive.
The adjustment tool is also considerably more complicated than comparative designs from the same
period and therefore would put off potential customers. Markings wise the barrel is serial numbered to
the receiver, proof marked and has the usual inspectors stamps.

Bolt
Before I describe the bolt’s function I will name the key components of the bolt assembly as this will make matters more reader
friendly. The bolt assembly consists of the firing pin, firing pin spring, bolt housing, the bolt, the bolt carrier, extractor and the

cocking handle.

If you look closely at the locking lugs they
angled slightly. These angled lugs act togeth-
er with a cam on the barrel face and there-
fore when the cocking handle is pulled to the
rear it starts a rotary movement and causes
primary extraction. As the cocking handle
continues to the rear a number of actions
take place simultaneously;  the lug on the
cocking handle prevents the bolt rotating
and maintains it alignment with the ejector,
the firing pin is cocked and after approxi-
mately 3/4” of travel the locking lugs disen-
gage and rearward movement is permitted.

The bolt assembly continues to the rear for a
further 4.5” at which point two operations
take place simultaneously. The ejector which
remains compressed during most of the bolt
assemblies movement is permitted to rise
under the influence of its spring, the spent
case which is being held onto the bolt face by
the extractor, impacts the ejector and is piv-
oted upwards and away from the rifle. The
bolt release lever which also remains com-

pressed during the bolts movement is allowed to rise into the cutout on the cocking handle and therefore acts as the bolt stop and
arrests all rearward movement of the bolt assembly.

Forward movement of the bolt being the reverse, with the new cartridge being feed from the magazine, up the the feed ramp,
into the chamber and the firing pin is retained on the sear. Although the bolt is not closed at this stage, the firing pin can be release
but mechanical safety prevents firing pin protrusion. It is this same mechanical safety that ensures the bolt must be pushed
forward a further 3/4”,  be fully forward and the bolt locked closed before the firing pin can achieve a full strike on the primer.

Another unique feature is the rifles safety mechanism. Unlike most rifles which have a lever or catch as a safety, the K31 has the
ring at the rear of the bolt assembly.  This ring is part of the firing pin and by pulling the ring to the rear, against the firing pin spring
and rotating it 90° to the right, locks the bolt assembly and prevents the firing pin being released.
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Once applied the safety ring cannot be disengaged accidentally by brushing against any equipment. It must be physical pulled to
the rear against its spring pressure and turned to the left to re-engage the sear before it can be released. The reason for the ring
is that Switzerland is an Alpine country where winter temperatures are regularly below freezing and therefore the ring is practical
for gloved hands. Visually and physically there can be no mistake in any combat condition when the safety has been applied.

Another benefit of the ring is that it allows the firing pin to be released under control which reduces mechanical stress. However
I would not recommend lowering the firing pin, no how gently on a chambered round as this allows firing protrusion which could
cause an accidental discharge.

Trigger Assembly
The trigger assembly is a neat and compact mechanism which sits in its own housing and is therefore
protected from any external impact and the elements. Whilst the trigger mechanism and its individual
components are made to a high quality, its design differs considerably from the traditional Enfield and
Mauser trigger actions, however its operating principle is identical. Two nibs on the trigger provide first
and second pull and by pulling the trigger the sear is depressed and the bent on the firing pin is released,
allowing the firing pin to strike the primer. Contained within the trigger housing and utilising the same
spring as the trigger is the ejector.

Magazine and Clip
Schmidt Rubin 6rd magazines are well designed and constructed magazines which fit accurately and
securely in all conditions. The K31 magazine is not interchangeable with any of the previous models. The
magazines fits and engages with ease and can be re-
moved in the same manner. They are extremely reliable
and I have never known one to miss-feed, however if I
have one minor criticism it is with the operator. If the
operator fails to pull back the bolt with sufficient energy
I have know the empty case to fall back into the receiver.

Whilst the K31 magazine is designed to be removed it is
also designed to be used in conjunction with a charging
clip. The Schmidt Rubin clip system is unique and in my
opinion best in class, it is reliable, requires no modifica-
tion to improve its performance and unlike Enfield clips
there is no fumbling or ripping of finger nails to fill the magazine. The clip is an unusual shape and encloses all six rounds which
protects it from debris, the elements and protects the rounds whilst in the pouch. It is manufactured from an resin impregnated
cardboard type material and is easy to fill. Charging the magazine is simplicity, place the clip in the ejection port, press on the
cartridges until they clip into place in the magazine and remove the clip.

I often compete in competitions against 10rd Lee Enfield's using the K31 and I am putting rounds down the range long before the
first Enfield No4 or SMLE because this system is so good.

Woodwork
The K31’s furniture is manufacture to the same high standard as the rifle and consists of the stock and upper handguard. Like the
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Mauser the action is secured with two master screws, one into the tang and the other into the recoil block which both pass
through the trigger guard. The forend is secured with a middle and front band with the middle band containing the front sling

swivel and the front band containing
the bayonet boss and the piling
hook. On both band the clamping
screws are retained. The front band
is somewhat unique as it is hinged
making very easy to remove and re-
place without losing any parts.

The barrel is not floating as it is de-
signed to touch the forend, however

as can be seen in the image above, the recoil block sits on a metal plate and by adding or removing plates the rear of the barrel
can float. This process added to an almost match quality barrel produces some very accurate results for a military service rifle.

The majority of wooden stocks especially in the UK tend to beech but earlier models were walnut and therefore grain quality can
be very pleasing.

Summary
Its hard to find fault with these fine rifles, their build quality is superb, barrels are almost match quality and even as ex-service rifles
they come onto the market in excellent condition. They are extremely accurate, reliable and I have yet had to repair one. From an

operators point of view, the only criticism is an empty case falling back in the magazine well but this is not a failing of the rifle but
the operator. Another comment is cost per unit, the K31 is probably the most expensive of all the classic military rifles but that is
the cost of quality. How many times have we read in the history books where penny pinching by governments has resulted in poor
quality equipment that has cost soldiers live's and therefore I know what rifle I would prefer to carry.

On the ranges I often hear the phase, “it would never make a good combat rifle” well I disagree, the rifle may have never made it
into combat due to the Swiss being a neutral country but I have worked in the Swiss defence industry and their approach to their
military equipment trials is with the same efficiency and quality as they build their rifles. A rifle that can operate effectively, high
in the Alps in the middle of a Swiss winter is quiet an achievement.

Various Projects (No1)
My first project was an attempt to compete in UK practical competitions with the K31, most rifles used at the time were, Lee
Enfield No4 in .303/7.62mm, mid priced Ruger Mini 14’s and at the opposite end of the scale, high capacity 20 plus round AR15’s
and converted Remington 700’s. The K31 offered some tangible advantages, accurate to 1000 yards, no hard extraction, excellent
build quality, fast bolt action, reasonable recoil, superb detachable box magazine and reasonably priced.
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Altering the Stock
One of my first tasks was to redesign the stock slightly for competitive use. I shortened and re-profiled the forend to maximise the

potential of a floating barrel and reduced
its length. The 1896/11 and the 1911 both
have barrel bushes in the fore end as this
was the only point of contact at the muzzle
but were omitted in the K31. K31’s have
shims mounted in the stock which balance
the front and rear fixing point and permits
a floating barrel. The stacking rod was re-
moved and the upper and lower fore end

were secured using the barrel band. The original rifles and their stocks were only designed to shoot using iron sights and therefore
fitting a scope required a cheek piece to obtain a decent cheek weld. I also removed the old steel butt plate, squared of the butt
and fitted a modern recoil pad together with a set of standard QD studs to permit the fitting of a sling and Harris bipod.

20rd Magazine
Unfortunately at the time, Rubin magazines were in short supply with usually each rifle being supplied

with only one magazine and with no spares available that I am
aware off. Although I designed the conversion, the work itself was
carried out by a professional toolmaker and a skilled welder. The
conversion requires taking an original magazine and machining off
the bottom area below the magazine catch and welding a com-
pletely new and originally designed section including a newly
manufactured spring and floor plate.

To put the level of skill of this process in prospective. You must
weld 1mm steel plate with sufficient strength to support 20rds
under spring pressure and look good.  If this process is not com-
pleted correctly you have lost your only magazine.  The result

however is a detachable box magazine capable of holding and delivering reliably, 20-rounds of 7.5mm
and still clip feed.

Scope Bracket
The K31 was never designed to fit a scope and its made more difficult as the rifle ejects vertically. Sniper versions such as K31/55
was altered by rotating the body to eject at a angle and therefore avoiding any conflict with the scope and earlier models had a
side mounted scope. Therefore my options at the time were limited to a long eye relief mount or an offset mount.

The long eye relieve option didn't appeal to me and therefore I ordered an offset mount available from Swiss products in the
States. The mount clamps onto the thumb recess in the receiver and is a slim design as it must allow for the case clear the ejection
port on one side and allow access to the bolt release lever on the other.  Due to the offset nature of these mount only scopes with
a 1” tube are permissible and whilst a good mount it did have various shortcomings.  The original mount had an 11mm dovetail
and would only take air rifle or rim fire scope rings, not a great issue but very restrictive. There was also no flexibility with the
distance between the rings and so even with a 25mm tube scope, ejection was perilously close to the scope or rings.

Therefore I decided to improve the design with a complete new mount, which including a much longer weaver style base. I still
had to use 25mm rings as they allowed for clearance during ejection phase
but the longer base allowed for more flexibility with different scope types.
Scopes with 30mm tubes and three drums were not feasible as they inter-
fered with the ejection process. Scopes with object lenses greater than 42mm
equally were not practical as they interfered with the rear sight.

Testing on the range revealed proved the mount was a far superior design to
the original, however there was still the odd indication that the case was still
impacting on the scope body. Investigating the matter revealed that case did
not always eject vertically, in fact it may vary left or right  as much as 5 – 7
degrees.
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To alter the design and offset the mount further was not an option, so I fitted a small carbon fibre deflector plate protect the scope
and the matter was resolved.  Although slightly difficult to get use to, the offset mount had two key advantages; you could still clip
feed and also use the iron sight. However its disadvantage was the line of sight was only aligned aligned with the bore at a specific
distance.

Range Test
It was my wish to test the prototype rifle in as many environments as possible. Early range days started at Bisley’s, Short Siberia
and I started tests consisted of the following subjects, accuracy, functioning and reliability, all in an un-pressured environment.

I checked for any problems with the magazine, its security and most importantly reliable feed, extraction and ejection.  There were
no major problems, however I did think the magazine spring was on the weak side and this was replaced with a stronger design.
The rifle produced ¾ “groups at 100m with standard FNM
ammunition which was particularly good as I thought the
FNM brand was not particularly accurate, however and I’m
sure this could be improved further with some careful hand
loading.

Felt recoil, was similar to standard 7.62mm NATO. The
mount retained its security and therefore was consistent
throughout the various shoots with no problems encoun-
tered with vertical ejection. The next shoots were complet-
ed over a couple of months at the Ash Range complex near
Aldershot, culminating in an inter club competition. The rifle
performed well in all aspects and I made no running repairs
or alterations. In fact the rifle has not been touched me-
chanically since the first test at Short Siberia.

Over the next few months I took the rifle and shot it at
various competitions and local shoots and whilst it func-
tioned flawlessly and did well, I must admit the 7.5mm cartridge simply could not beat the .223 when it came to up against custom
made AR15’s with match barrels and very expensive optics.

Summary
I was very pleased with this project that taught me a lot about the K31 and I shot the rifle in various competitions, however
although the rifle shot well and perform flawlessly  I couldn't beat the “tricked up” AR15’s for accuracy and therefore I just kept
the rifle for fun and shot it at monthly shoots. I had thought about trying to make this a business venture. The magazine was
popular but it was expensive to manufacture and more than people wanted to pay in those days. The magazine spring was a
weakness and producing springs commercially required minimum orders which simply wasn't practical.  The scope mount was a
modification of somebody else's design, so to avoid any complications I didn't take it any further and kept it for myself. The stock
was really only a upgrade and after a while I moved onto other projects and the rifle headed to the back of the Armoury.

Next Project (No2)
Having put the K31 back in the Armoury,  it sat there for the next couple of years until a friend of mine in the US emailed me a link
to the Swiss Rifles forum. It made me realised how much I missed shooting these fine rifles, so with the Bisley Classic rifle
competitions in mind I decided to convert the rifle back to its original status.

Whilst I still had the original rifle barrel and mechanism I had converted both the magazine and the woodwork for Project No1 and
therefore I needed to find replacement parts not only for those two items but all the metalwork that accompanied the stock. The
first stock I ordered came from the Gunparts corporation in the US, it was fractured and in very poor condition. I was not impressed
and because it came from the states it was not financially viable to return the stock so I lost the money. The next stock together
with all the parts came from Holland. The stock was in reasonable condition and was in walnut rather than the more common
beech and therefore would potentially look better once restored.

I restored and renumbered the woodwork so its matched the mechanism. I degreased and polished all the components and the
blueing came up beautifully. Unlike modern rifles the blueing on these classic rifles is deep and really well done and as a result
polishing doesn’t remove the blue but buffs it up.  Many stocks, especially those rifles in the UK tend to be beech and as a result
does not have such a pleasant grain but this walnut stock restored really well with no marks or bruising and I was still able to retain
the various stamps.
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Sights
As with many people of my age, getting older means my eyesight has started to deteriorate and as a result the K31’s rear sight is
largely out of focus,  the foresight is fine as I am long sighted so I had to consider an alternative.  The answer came in the form of
the dreaded Ebay. I had saved a worldwide search for the Schmidt Rubin and it came up a few
weeks later with a W&F aperture sight set. I must admit I know little about these sights other
than there appeared to be various variations of the same theme on the market both original and
more modern versions.

As you can see the W&F version  appears to be almost military in appearance, is reasonably well
made and requires no gunsmithing to fit onto the rifle. Other than servicing the sight, it required
no other work and fitting it to the rifle was simplicity itself. This sight was ideal solution for my
eyes but my only criticism was that the fore sight post was too wide. This was easily rectified by
contacting my supplier in Holland who instantly came to the rescue with a foresight set.

Lyman No17A Blade set
The blade set provides a good choice of inserts but as I am shooting military style comps only the
thin post will be suitable and all the others will lead to poor target acquisition, having said that
the post was still rather fat and therefore I filed it to a point, giving a more specific point of aim.

Rifle Assembly & Testing
Having restored all the parts, I assembled and tested the rifle without fault. It was like being a
little boy with a new toy. I have to say I restore many rifles but every now and again one rifle will
outshine all the others and this K31 was a rapidly falling into this category. Obtaining 7.5mm
Swiss ammunition at the time was problematic in the UK and add to that fact if you wish to maximise the accuracy of your rifle
then it is best to reload. I currently reload currently using Norma brass, its expensive but good brass, bullets are Hornady .308
168gr FMJ and I use 51.5grains of N160.

Range Test & Summary
The range test was carried out over a two month period, which was mainly down to the weather,  faulty rearsight, the move over
to Norma brass and the need to identify a good load. Finally on a warm and bright sunny Sunday morning with next to no wind, I
set about zeroing the rifle and trying to produce a decent group. Using a mobile bench and bags to support the rifle and to trying
and take as much human out of the equation as possible. Having fired a number of rounds
to zero the rifle at 100yrds I turned to achieving a decent group. Best group of the day
was a 25mm group as shown in the image on the right - Not bad for an infantry rifle.

This rifle had sat on the shelve for the best part of three years, converting it back to its
original configuration was the best thing I could have done. I shoot two classic competi-
tions a year at Bisley and I am increasing entering more rifles into these shoots. The
classic competitions require 40rds shooting prone and kneeling, aimed and rapid fire
(mad minute) at 200yrds, thus ideal for this type of rifle.
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Project No3
Project No3 was not planned, I simply stumbled across some YouTube videos of a new stock manufactured for the K31 by
McGuinness Stocks in the USA.  More research and more YouTube videos revealed an excellent stock for the K31 that totally
transformed  the rifle and improved its accuracy. The stock was handmade and appeared to compliment the rifle well, it was
available in various different finishes and I needed to know more.

Further research took some considerable time before I could find the website and an email address. However a few emails later
revealed that McGuinness would ship outside the United States, together with a small cost for the necessary paperwork which
was totally acceptable. Furthermore you could ask McGuinness to supply other various third party components from companies

in the US which are not normally available to shooters in the UK, such as Swiss products and Rock Solid Industries which suited me
to the ground and will discuss in more detail later on.

Stock
The stock is handmade with each stock allocated a serial number and delivery takes approximately 3 months or so to the UK, which
wasn't bad. Contact with the guys at McGuinness is good, courteous and very pleasant and they will send you pictures of your
stock as the build progresses, which is a neat touch.

As you can see above the stock is a very nice pistol grip design, which is generally manufactured in beech, however for extra cost
you can have  other wood finishes if you wish. In beech you can have the stock supplied in a natural finish or various spray painted
colours of your choice with my preference being olive drab. The stock is well proportioned and the butt has a nice rubber butt pad
which absorbs much of the recoil. The butt has an adjustable cheek pad with the locking screws on the left and on the right there

is a Swiss cross inlayed into the wood. Some may not like this but I think it
is quite tasteful and in-line with the rifles heritage.

The pistol grip fits my small hands well and is cleverly designed so the front
section can be removed to allow access to the rear master screw and is
profiled to align with the trigger guard making the rear of the stock very
neat and tidy. Whilst the butt is fairly slim, the forend widens to incorpo-
rate the magazine and the receiver. It has a good profile which sits well in
the palm of your hand and provides a good grip with the barrel sitting flush
with the top of the stock. There is sufficient room within the barrel channel
to allow the action, barrel and rearsight assembly to simply drop in.

The stock is inlayed to allow you to drop the receiver/barrel straight in and
to allow the barrel to float, however there are two screws in the stock that
when adjusted allow you to centralise the barrel within the barrel channel.

Depending on your choice, the stock can be fitted with QD studs for a sling and bipod or can be fitted with a pictinney rail for bipod
designs such as the Atlas.
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This was the first time where I brought the stock first and then the rifle after. Although I already had a K31, I wanted it to remain
a classic K31 and did not want to make any alterations. Therefore I decided to buy a completely new rifle with the key criteria being
that it had to have a superb barrel and bolt mechanism, woodwork and finish were not a priority. Because I could access parts from
Swiss Products and Rock Solid Industries where I wanted a barrel weight and scope base respectively.

As part of the project I planned to remove both the front and rearsight. The front sight is relatively easy, remove the locking pin
and drift of the fore sight block. The rear sight is an altogether different beast as it is brazed in place. I machined it off but I assume
you could apply heat to remove it. Once the two sights were removed I cleaned up the respective parts of the barrel, re-blued and
threaded the muzzle for the barrel weight.

Barrel Weight/Damper
The K31’s has a typical infantry profiled light barrel and therefore its barrel harmonics will be greater than a barrel with a heavier

profile. Fitting a barrel weight or damper reduces those harmonics and im-
proves accuracy by 30%. It also in my opinion improves the cosmetics as I think
a thin barrel looks a little odd in this stock. I had considered fitting a new
varmint profile barrel but the K31 barrel has a cam on the chamber face which
is difficult to reproduce and therefore I decided to stay with the original barrel.

This a simple barrel weight, in effect just a weight and has no adjustment to
allow the user to tune it to find the barrels best harmonics. Whether the
manufacturers experimented with the ideal weight for K31 barrels I don't
know, however reading some Internet forums, the weight has been calibrated
specifically to the K31 barrel using GP11 ammunition.

Scope base
There has been various scope bases over the years for the K31, namely off-set mounts which clamp onto the receiver or long eye
relief models that fit onto the rear sight. This is because the K31 ejects vertically and any scope fitted directly over the ejection
port will ultimately fail due to repeated strikes by empty cases.

Rock Solid Industries has come up with a solution, a substantial steel base with a pictinney rail and a deflector plate. To be fitted
it needs aligning with the barrel and the receiver drilling and taping. This is not a job for the amateur, it must be completed by an
Armourer or Gunsmith to obtain an accurate result.

Summary
The combination of a new stock, barrel weight, scope and mount almost totally transforms the K31 and it is easy to forget that this
is a seventy year old rifle and therefore I was reluctant to fit a ultra modern scope. Therefore I opted for a Pecar 4-10x45, a quality
German and popular sniper scope from the seventies which I think compliments the rifle well. In my opinion, whilst the overall
package looks very good, it will be all irrelevant if the rifle can not shoot a good group.
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To see what type of accuracy I could get out of this rifle I did some load development using the sierra 168gr HPBT bullet and N160,
N150 and N140 powders. I settled at 45grs of N140 which gave good obturation, something I didn't get with N160 and N150 and
also good consistent groups. Range was 100yrds shooting from a bench and rest with the best five group being 25mm as seen
below. For a infantry rifle this was really impressive but the truth is this is only possible with a good stock, barrel weight and scope,
I have not been able to achieve these results with the standard infantry K31.

Clearly the barrel weight/damper does its job as does the scope mount, howev-
er I do have one minor criticism of the scope mount and that is empty cases do
not reliably eject away from the rifle. If you extract gently the case will stay in
the ejection well, so therefore you must really extract aggressively to get the
case away from the rifle which is something I am not keen on as I feel it puts
unnecessary stress on the rifles action. Having said that, that's my hang-up and
at the end of the day it works.

This was an unusual project really, I rarely convert classic rifles to this degree,
also the project started as a stock, rather than a planned action build. In
summary I have got an unusual rifle package that's very unique in the UK, a rifle
that shoots well and looks really great.
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